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RIP William Safire

William Safire is dead, and no one seems to care. If NPR hadn’t broadcasted his death last night during
their 3-Minute Fiction section, I’m not quite sure if I would have known. How is this possible? Its 8:35 a.m.
on Monday as I write this and Yahoo doesn’t have it on their frontpage. Apparently it was there yesterday,
but I was on Yahoo all day yesterday and I never saw it. A quick Google search reveals that the news was
reported at the following outlets: Canada.com, the Colorado Springs Gazette, CapeCodOnline.com, The
Globe and Mail and Forbes.com, all via Associated Press. So no one has come forth to write a column
remembering him?
How can this be? For the past four decades (and probably more) Safire has been the maestro of the written
word, often penning columns about language, rhetoric and vernacular. The former Nixon speechwriter
always sided on conservative issues, and that very notion may be the reason he cannot be properly
eulogized. For all his written works, one of his more famous/infamous moments is when he penned a
column labeling Hillary Clinton as a “congenital liar.” Be that is it may, it seems grossly unfair that his
death is not being so widely covered. Hell, Robert Novak went to the pearly gates a few weeks ago and his
death was covered in mass detail. But now Safire, a New York Times regular from 1973-2005 cannot get
his proper due.
Allow me to stand here and say that few writers shaped my formative years more than him. Though he was
a bit lofty, belletristic and coruscate, he was also learned, wise and incredibly engaging. The author of more
than six books on language, four works of historical fiction and four books of political non-fiction, Safire
did more for the written word than any other writer I’ve ever come across.
He will be missed.

EDIT: I may have misjudged the news media. As of 1:27 p.m. on Monday, the 28th (the day after he died)
Safire is the third most searched item on Yahoo, according to their daily feature, Popular Searches. Also, I
just came across this from Time Magazine. That’s how we properly eulogize someone of such importance.
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Pondering the New John Mayer Single….

John Mayer’s blustery, new single “Who Says,” is a simple acoustic ballad with some charming piano lines
and a simple, understated grace that is effective and enticing. However, as the follow-up lead single to the
soulful blues of Continuum, this is a bit of a disappointment. The song seems in part like a cousin to his last
single, the Bucket List soundtrack song, “Say,” which of course posits the question, who exactly is John
Mayer? Is he a new generation blues man with a penchant for acoustic pop, or is he still that same Atlanta
coffeehouse singer/songwriter from the late 90s? One would expect that his songwriting would be advancing
in leaps and bounds and moving into the direction of something bold and highly mature. And yet the utterly
ho-hum nature of “Who Says,” indicates he may be more coffeehouse singer/songwriter than I thought.
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Clive Owen Uses His Charm in The Boys Are Back

Its no secret that Clive Owen is a capable actor. Speckled throughout his filmography are various strong
turns, of which, his Academy-Award nominated, Golden Globe-winning turn in Closer, is the most wellknown. That being said, he’s proved his mettle in smaller films like Croupier, Greenfingers, Gosford Park
and Derailed to name a few.
His latest turn, as a widowed sports journalist trying to raise his two sons in Southern Australia, may
arguably be one of his best. Under the capable hands of Scott Hicks (Academy Award-winner Shine, Hearts
of Atlantis, No Reservations), Owen plays a character much like you’d expect. Sometimes gruff, always
messy, consummately compassionate and as expected, ever flirtatious. After a rather maudlin opening 30
minutes, The Boys are Back, based on the 2001 best-selling novel by Simon Carr, gets rolling when Joe
Warr (Owen) takes his youngest son Artie (Nicholas McAnulty, who makes his big screen debut) on a road
trip in the hopes of getting the both of them out of their doldrums. When his mission fails, he winds up back
at home, only to encounter more headaches.
With the exception of a few scenes, in which Joe imagines his wife is standing next to him and conversing
with him, there’s little about The Boys are Back that’s contrived, predictable or overwrought. Instead the
scenes unfold exactly the way life does: unpredictably, bittersweet and not without the least bit of confusion.
Aided by Greig Fraser’s breathtaking cinematography, the natural beauty of south Australia and a terrific
soundtrack (Sigur Ros, Ray LaMontagne, to name a few) anchored by Hal Lindes' ethereal score, The Boys
are Back goes from being a banal, tearjerker into a warm and compassionate film.
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